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Meals are
becoming
a challenge
Meals and snacks that provide
important vitamins and minerals are
critical to seniors. For those seniors
who live at home, it can become a
challenge to prepare the appropriate
foods. Sometimes, seniors may eat
whatever is handy or perhaps not eat
at all. Professional caregivers can be
present to make sure that their senior
clients have nutritious and delicious
meals, snacks, and beverages. They

will take into consideration any
allergies or dietary restrictions that
may be applicable to their clients, and
use those as guidelines when menu
planning. Having companionship
during mealtimes is satisfying for
seniors and can help alleviate feelings
of loneliness and isolation. Should you
have a senior loved one who needs this
service, contact your home healthcare
service to learn more about what
professional caregivers can offer.

At COMFORT KEEPERS, our
compassionate caregivers can
provide the personal attention and
hands-on care that your loved one
deserves. Please call (804) 750-1123

for more information or to schedule a
complimentary in-home assessment.
Our non-medical care services are
available 24/7. Sometimes all you need
is a little assistance.

804-750-1123

For more information on
senior living care options, go to

www.comfortkeepers.com
Or call
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Mark Sheets
Owner, Comfort Keepers
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By ERICA JACKSON CURRAN  Special correspondent

On the Virginia Beach boardwalk, it seems like business as
usual. With the flashing neon lights, pulsing music, and
throngs of sunburned tourists, you wouldn’t know that a
tragedy had occurred here just a few short weeks ago. But

make no mistake: Virginia Beach is still healing. And there’s never
been a better time to show this city some love.

You could go all-in with the classic Virginia Beach experience,
staying in an oceanfront high-rise and soaking in the self-conscious
kitsch this city does so well. Or you could venture beyond the
boardwalk to find a different side of Virginia Beach — one that’s
undeniably cool and even a bit classy. It’s a side of this beach town
that many visitors never see — and that’s why it’s so worth seeking
out. Now more than ever.

Check in: Where to stay
Most of Virginia Beach’s high-rise hotels and

budget motels are clustered around the board-
walk, which is convenient if you plan to spend
any time there, but a nightmare if you want to
avoid this tourist-clogged area. We recommend
that you drive past there toward the north end
of the beach. This is where you’ll find a quieter
vibe and the recently renovated Cavalier Hotel,
a historic landmark that’s been a destination in
itself for nearly a century.

Once you’ve passed your car keys off to the
valet and waltzed up the Cavalier’s red carpet
into the elegant lobby, you’ll be greeted by the
faint scent of smoky bourbon wafting up from
the distillery downstairs. That aroma sets the
tone for this hotel, which combines old-school
opulence with a healthy dose of modern fun.
From the indoor pool surrounded by plush
black-and-white chaises to the well-appointed
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After you take a photo with the Neptune sculpture on the Virginia Beach boardwalk, venture out for a less traditional experience. Stop for happy hour at the
gorgeous Atlantic eatery, stay at the thoughtfully restored Cavalier Hotel and then refuel at breakfast with a grit bowl from Commune in the ViBe area.

beyond
the boardwalk

Show Virginia Beach some love by
also exploring its cool, classy side
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